ABSTRACT. The maln result of thls paper gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Abel matrices to preserve the convexity of sequences. Also, the higher orders of the Cesro method are shown to be convexlty-preservlng matrices.
The aim of the next section is to prove the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Abel matrix to preserve the convexity of sequences, using the above theorems.
C.R. SELVARAJ
CONVEXITY PRESERVATION OF ABEL MATRIX.
For each sequence (t n) satisfying 0 < t n < and llm t 0 the Abel 
The change in the order of summation is justified as follows: Hence, the sequence A x is convex. By differentiation it can be easily proved that f(n) is an increasing function.
PRESERVING CONVEXITY BY CESARO.
In this section we use Theorems I.I and 1.2 to prove that the higher orders of Cesro means preserve the convexity of sequences. In order to prove this result, we introduce some notations and terminologies.
Let K represent the set of all real convex sequences. The matrix B is K-stronger than the matrix A provided that K(A) c K(B).
Before we prove the main result we state the following preliminary theorems which are easy to prove. Let A be a row-finite matrLx and T be a trLangle (lower triangular matrix with non-zero dagonal entres). Then the matrix AT -I preserves the convexLty of sequences if and only if T is K-included by A. THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a row-finlte matrix and T be a triangle. Then the matrix AT -! is K-stronger than the identity matrix if and only if A is K-stronger than T.
For j e]q, the jth order of the Cesro matrix is given by Hardy 
